styleguide2022
We’ve seen many style guides - usually, they’re boring,
too long, and faintly pretentious. So instead, we’re
going to try to keep this short, practical, and
info-packed. Intro done!

why this matters
The RIDE does not just happen in one place.
It happens in many places all at once, and
thousands who’ve never met make it happen.
So what makes it the RIDE, everywhere? To most
participants, donors, and volunteers, it’s this
stuff: style, fonts, voice, theme... yes, branding.
That’s why it’s important to take this seriously.
We’ve worked hard to earn people’s trust - let’s
honor that precious trust by living up to the
quality standards they expect.

we can help

If you’re a RIDE charity
and need a sign, ad, or
document designed,
talk to your Blue Sea rep!
We create custom material all the time your idea may be useful to others too.

show us
before you
publish!
Maintaining the RIDE’s quality, message,
& brand is crucial. What we want to check:
Public signs, billboards, vehicle wraps
Customized shirts, hats, and swag
Widely-distributed print materials
Published ads and articles
Professional videos
Personal images and videos
Internal/small audience messages
Social media images, videos, and posts

email design@rideforrefuge.org
We’ll respond within one business day with
feedback, approval, and some fun emojis.

logo options

We provide several orientations of the logo in the RIDE
logo pack - look in the Tools area of the website to find it:
rideforrefuge.org/tools/logo
Carefully consider the best version of the logo for
each situation. We recommend the Horizontal Color
or Vertical Color versions for most uses. The logo
works best on white - see examples below for what
to do with light, dark, or colorful backgrounds.
Horizontal Color «
Use in long skinny spaces, on white.

Vertical Color «
Use in narrow
spaces, on white.

Vertical Greyscale
For photocopies
and printouts.

Horizontal Greyscale
For photocopies and printouts.

Horizontal Black and White
Advanced spot color use only!

Black and White
Advanced spot
color use only!

Color Background?
Screen white logo on
colorful backgrounds.

Icon Color
Color is best!

Icon Greyscale
Photocopies + prints.

Logo on Dark/Textured Background?
Screen white logo over dense backgrounds.

Icon Black and White
Advanced use only.

Lighter Background?
Multiply greyscale logo.

logo standards
Logos gain power the more you use them...
providing you use them well.

As a general rule, don’t get too crazy with the RIDE logo. Protect it like a mother bear
protects her cub - even though it’s just a lil’ handful of letters and shapes, through the magic
of branding it has come to represent the trust people have placed in the Ride for Refuge.
Use it well, use it often, and don’t give people any reason to question its genuineness.

Don’t Recolor
Don’t swap out the
official RIDE colors
and replace them
with your own.

Use the Right Version
Don’t use an old
version of the logo!
It served us well, but
it’s time to move on.

No Modifications
Do not accentuate,
enhance, rotate, or
tweak the logo. Leave it
pristine and original.

You’re Hurting Me
Do not try to recreate
or redraw the logo, this
is a nightmare. Use the
real logo only.

Visually Dominant
In cases where multiple logos are present
(eg. event sponsor, local charity, or venue logos)
the RIDE logo must be the most prominent:

Leave Space
Don’t crowd the logo with text or images let it breathe on all sides, like there’s an invisible
wall around it (the thicker the better).

using stripes
The simplest expression of this event is the
RIDE stripes - so simple you can scribble
them in a second with a few crayons!

The RIDE stripes represent the roads riders and walkers travel as they participate,
as well as the RIDE’s 3 cause groups of people seeking refuge from danger,
hardship, and abuse.

woo!

The stripes are a deliberately flexible element for injecting interest into a design!
However, be conscious that not everyone knows what the stripes mean - make
sure it’s near the full logo, website, hashtag, and/or event name for clarity.

Yellow comes first
Prioritize yellow on top for
horizontal, left for vertical.
(You can play with this
though - like on the left!)

Usually unified
While the stripes can
temporarily diverge
(see below), together
is mostly better.

Don’t change colors
Match as closely as
you can (see next
page). Never sub in
another color!

ride colors
primary: ride blue
RIDE Blue

#0b4c88
Pantone 301
CMYK: 100/78/19/4
RGB: 11/76/136

• Our most frequently used color - works nearly everywhere.
Bold, versatile, and contrasty.
• Used in various shades to enhance titles and subtitles, bullets,
boxes, graphics, icons, and photo color grading.
• Can have low contrast with black and orange handle with care.

That’s 10%
RIDE Blue!

accent: ride orange
RIDE Orange
#d26028
Pantone 159
CMYK: 13/74/99/2
RGB: 210/96/40

• Consistently used as a secondary alternative to RIDE Blue.
Bright, warm, attention-grabbing.
• Use with restraint! It’s an active color that livens up a page,
used for links, focus, photo grading, and graphics.

accent: ride yellow
RIDE Yellow
#ffc727
Pantone 123
CMYK: 0/22/93/0
RGB: 255/199/39

• RIDE Yellow is an important part of the RIDE palette, but it’s too
light to be used for important details. Instead, use RIDE Yellow
for big bold accents (like the page title above), backgrounds, and
photo enhancement.
• Use with restraint! Too much yellow can be sickening - use it
sparingly, in conjunction with a nearby orange if possible.

black, white, and grey too!
Black

#000000
Pantone Process Black
CMYK: 0/0/0/100
RGB: 0/0/0

• Don’t take black for granted! It’s an important part of the RIDE
logo and can be used boldly when it makes sense.
• White too! We love seeing solid white text and icons screened
over RIDE colors, and of course there’s nothing better than a big
ol’ slab of whitespace.
• Shades of grey can be used for dividers and text as well.

font options
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Muller Regular
Muller Black
• The best option, used in absolutely everything.
• Not installed by default on most computers. We can’t give it away for free, but it can be
purchased for a small fee at myfonts.com/collections/muller-font-fontfabric. (If you plan on
designing custom RIDE material in-house, we highly recommend you purchase this font.)
• Muller Light may occasionally also be used for instances where text is very large.
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Montserrat Regular
Montserrat Black
• A free alternative with a similar feel. (Muller’s still better though!)
• Not installed by default on most computers, but available
instantly via Google Fonts, or downloadable for free at
fontsquirrel.com/fonts/montserrat.
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Arial Regular
Arial Bold
• A last resort option that is universally available on nearly every
program and system - especially useful for email.
• Helvetica, a similar font, may be used instead if you have it.

2022 theme

Each year, the RIDE relaunches with a new theme to keep
things fresh and exciting. Here is the theme image for 2022:

live area

Keep your content inside this live area, and away from the suitcase! Make sure the
R icon still appears in full, even if suitcase is partially cut off. Don’t fill the entire live
area - use one side only and leave the other three sides clear.

2022 thematic elements
• Suitcase: This suitcase covered in RIDE stickers is the primary expression of our 2022 theme about the
heartwrenching ‘getaways’ people seeking refuge can experience (explored in our promo video, see next
page). Even though the cause is serious, the image is fun, and should invite you to look closer - there are
lots of goofy slogans and references to past Ride for Refuge campaigns tucked away in there.
• Leather suitcase texture: The leather texture from the suitcase above is used throughout the website.

promo video

The RIDE’s Video Team bangs their brains together to craft a
unique, heartfelt video for every campaign - use it!

Actually Watch
In 2022, it begins with
packing for a fun ‘getaway’, but takes a darker
turn as that ‘getaway’
becomes literal for
someone seeking refuge.

Share It
The newest video will
always be up at
rideforrefuge.org/video
and downloadable in
Tools. Use the official
hashtag #ride22!

Make Edits...
If you’ve got the skills,
we provide MP4 files
for many RIDE videos
to incorporate into your
own videos. All we ask is
that you...

...Check With Us
We want to be sure your
custom edited video
represents RIDE well to
the world. See the big
yellow box on Page 1 for
more info!

how to talk good
Not to be too cute about it, but the
RIDE’s got personality. Most of us
aren’t professional cyclists - we’re
huffing and puffing, our butts are
numb, we’re drenched in some unholy
combination of mud, sweat, and tears...
but we’re doing it all because we care.

“the cause is serious,
but the event is fun.”
We say this all the time as we search for that perfect mix between
fun and urgency. The issues facing people seeking refuge from
danger, hardship, and abuse are gutwrenching, and we’re driven
by an intense core of empathy to support local charities who are
making the road to safety, support, and shelter a little shorter.
And yet... it’s also true that RIDE Day is just a ton of fun! People join
together, trash talk, act weird, try to do bike tricks, wipe out, and get
up laughing. The fun frees us from being strident and dour, while the
seriousness prevents us from spiraling off into vapid selfishness. Yin
and yang, fire and ice, two sides of the same coin, pickles and grilled
cheese: the contrast makes it pop.
So keep these things in balance. Talk about both things - the fun
event and the serious cause - because they must exist together.
When you talk about the cause, be real. Don’t get caught up in
reciting statistics or repeating nonprofit-government-sociological
jargon, that’s how eyes glaze over and minds wander. Use your own
words, feel it in your heart, and write like you’re talking to a friend
over coffee.
On the other hand, when you get to the fun stuff, don’t be afraid
to be goofy! Make some dumb bike puns, wear 5 helmets, be
self-deprecating about your fitness, dress up like a clown. You’re
allowed to be as creative and fun and memorable as you want. Just
remember, the cause is still serious - don’t get so jokey that you
stray into making light of the people you’re fundraising for.

speak ridefully
RIDE words are warm - they
spring from the heart and
don’t get bogged down by
cold, boring rules. So, be
direct and colloquial. End a
sentence with a preposition,
who cares. Choose words
first to be understood, with
a truthful bite that makes
people want to hear them.

summary 2022
What moves you? Join us on
October 1, 2022 for the Ride for
Refuge, a family-friendly bike
+ walk fundraiser supporting
local charities who help people
seeking refuge from danger,
hardship, and abuse.

official words
The RIDE: The short nickname
form of the Ride for Refuge.
Don’t use: R4R, The ride

#ride22: Use the hashtag!
Don’t use: #ride #r4r #rideforrefuge

RIDE Day: The official day of
the event - Oct. 1, 2022.
Don’t use: Event Day, R4R Day

What moves you? The RIDE
slogan, used everywhere.

tips and tricks
lower
-case

titles

Use the Photo Pack: rideforrefuge.org/tools/photos_2022
Every year, we receive thousands of snapshots from volunteer
photographers across the Ride for Refuge, and painstakingly go
through them all to select the very best. The color is eyepopping,
the images are evocative, and oh-so-unmistakably RIDE.

Lowercase Titles
As a little quirk, we
put big colored titles
for pages or items in
lowercase. (Don’t go
overboard and make
absolutely everything
lowercase though.)

Visit the website for more materials, samples, and
ideas made for you to use. You have the power!

Cutting Corners
Most RIDE boxes have a
corner missing! This 0.25”
notch is a callback to
the 45-degree angle in
the RIDE icon, and gives
boxes a sleek, sporty vibe.

Bold/Dotted Dividers
Separate chunks of
disorganized or unrelated
content with bold or
dotted lines.

who owns the ride?

No business or charity should claim to own, run,
or ‘present’ the RIDE, or imply that the event
belongs to/exists because of them.
Companyname Presents the RIDE
The RIDE, An Event by Companyname
Charityname’s Ride for Refuge
The RIDE by Charityname
Company, Proud Sponsor of the RIDE
RIDE Anytown, Sponsored by Company
Raising funds for Charityname
Charityname, Proud Partner of the RIDE

Drive ‘em
to the RIDE
website!

rideforrefuge.org

rideforrefuge.org/tools

